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ABSTRACT
Modern Social Sciences are developed in Secular Vision of Rationalism and Positiveism, and has
Caused Social Economical, Political, Cultural, Educational and Moral negative effects and impacts
all over the world.
Therefore it is recomended that Social aspect of biography of Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.)
should be included as a important subject of Modern Social Sciences in the Curriculum and
Syllabuses of all Universities of modern Muslim World / and Social Sciences should be Islamised.
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Introduction to Contemporary Social Sciences 



 
"Generally, the term Social Science is defined as: A branch of science that deals with the
institutions and functioning of human society and with the interpersonal relationships of
individuals as memebers of society".(15) "Social Science is the field of human knowledge
that deals with all aspects of the group life of human beings".(16) "Generally accepted as
falling under the heading of social science are sociology, anthorpology, political science,



     



phsychology and economics. [...] Disciplines such as history and linguistics, while still
addressing social life, are less often included as social science. In general, social science
can be regarded as the scientific methods' application to all things social. It should be
noted, howere, that most social sciences manifest, to a greater or lesser degree, a
humanities emphasis as well as a scientific one".(17)
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Sociology 
  


 

Sociology is a social science that human societies, their interactions, and the processes that
preserve and change them. It does this by examining the dynamics of constituent parts of
societies such as institutions, communities, populatios, and gender, racial, or age groups. It
also studies social status or stratification, social movements, and social change, as well as
societal disorder in the form of crime, deviance, and revolution. [...] With its area of
scientific inquiry being all things social, sociology is often seen by its practitioners as
analogous to social science itself and as integrating the work done in anthropology,
psychology, political science, and economics.(20)
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Jurisprudence of Sirah 
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Jurisprudence means, knowledge of the law and its interpretation, or the science and
philosophy of law. Broadly speaking, jurisprudential eforts can be divided into two types:
applied jurisprudence and the philosophy of law. In Arabic understanding, it means
"Muslim jurisprudence", i.e., the science of ascertaining the precise terms of the Shari-'ah,
or Islamic law. The collective sources of Muslim Jurisprudence are known as Usul
al-Fiqh.(26)
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 Human Evolution 

 Anthropology 


  
Anthropology is generally regarded as the scientific study of the origin, the behavior, and
the physical, social, and cultural development of humans. Most of its studies can be
classified as belonging to one of four subfields: cultural anthoropology, physical
anthropology, linguistic anthropology, and archaeology, Anthropology examines such
topics as how people live, what they think, what they produce, and how they interact with
their enviroments. Anthropologists try to understand the full range of human diversity as
well as that all people share in common. Anthropologists ask basic questions as: when,



     



where and how did humans evolve? How do people adapt to different environments? How
have socieites developed and changed from the ancient past to the present by religious
beliefs? Answers to these questions can help us understand what it means to be human.(30)
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Economics 



 Economics of Sirah 


 Classical 
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 Multiplicity of Wants  New 
  Scercity of Resources

There are multiple - yet similar- definitions of economics. It is perhaps best defined as the
study of the creation, consumption, and distribution of scare resources. It is broadly
categorized into two subfields: macroeconomics and microeconomics. Macroeconomics
emphasizes national scale economies and their interactions. whereas Microeconomics tends to
focus on interaction between agencies, corporation and individuals. While focusing primarily
on markets, economics also explores how markets influence and shape other cultural
phenomena. Economists focus on the way in which individuals. groups, business enterprises
and govermments seek to achieve any economic objective efficiently. Perhaps, the only fool
proof definition is attributed to Jacob Viner: "economics is what economists dol.(40)
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"Political Science is th systematic study of governance by the application of empirical and
generally scientific methods of analysis. As traditionally defined and studied, political
science examines the state and its organs and institutions. The contemporary discipline,
however, is considerably broader than this, encompassing studies of all the societal,
cultural, and psychological factors that mutually influence the operation of government and
the body politic. Although political science borrows heavily from other social sciences, it is
distinguished from them by its focus on power defined as the ability of one political actor
to get another actor to do what it wants at the international, national and local levels".(43)
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Geography 



 
Geography is science that deals with the distribution and arrangement of allo elements of
the earth's surface. Geographic study encompasses the environment of the earth's surface
and relationship of humans to this environment. Which includes both physical and cultural
geopraphic geatures. Physical geographic features include the climate, land and water, and
plant and animal life. cultural geographic fetures include artificial entities, such as natios,
settlements, lines of communication, transportation, buildings, and other modifications of
the physical geographic environment. Geographers use economics, history, biology,
geology and mathematics in their studies.(45)
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"Psychology is the scientific study of behavior and the mind. This definition contains three
elements. The first is that psychology is a scientific enterprise that obtains knowledge
through systematic and objective methods of observation and exprimentation. Second is
that psychologists study behavior, which refers to any action or reaction that can be
measured and observed - such as the blink of an eye, an increase in heart rate, or the unruly
violence thet often erupts in a mob. Third is that psychologists study the mind, which refers
to both conscious and unconscious mental states. these state cannot actually be seen, only
inferred from observable behavior"(48)



 



     




 


 
Psychology of Sirah 




  



  


  
  





  
 







  




     





  









 







   


     

  

  



History 




 
History is defined as: A chronological record of significant events (as affacting a nation or
institution) usually including an explanation of their causes; A treatise presenting
systematically related natural phoenomena. It is a social science in the sense that it is a



     



systematic attempt to learn about and verify past events and to relate them to one another
and to the present. Every event has a historical context within which we commonly say the
event must be studied. The subject matter of history is everything that has already
happened. The study of history involves identifying; classifying; arranging; patterning. The
fruits of the study of history are responsibilty of recording; appreciation of variety;
possibilities o prediction; realization of limitation.(52)
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